News From the Sections

ASIAN AND NORTH AFRICAN SUBSECTION

Area Library Program. The Asian and North African Subsection (Subject Specialists Section) of the Association of College and Research Libraries is preparing a program for the June meeting of the American Library Association in Dallas on, "The Area Library, Its Significance and Organization for Maximum Effectiveness." Various aspects of this topic will be explored by representatives of three area libraries: Mr. Charles R. Bryant, Curator, Southeast Asia Collection, Yale University Library; Mr. Henry Scholberg, Librarian, Ames Library of South Asia, University of Minnesota; Mr. Weiying Wan, Head, Asia Library, University of Michigan. Each will discuss his own institution's practices and make recommendations or propose solutions to problems as he sees them. This is intended as an initial step toward development of a body of information on organizational patterns and standards for area libraries. The meeting is tentatively scheduled for June 25, 2:00-4:00 p.m. Further information can be obtained from Joyce Wright, Chairman, Asian & North African Subsection, Asia Collection, Sinclair Library, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.

Personnel

PROFILES

Fordham University has announced the appointment of Anne Marie Murphy to the position of director of university libraries. Miss Murphy has been with the Fordham libraries for the past sixteen years. She entered the Fordham system as assistant librarian for public services in 1954 after a three-year period of employment as an assistant branch librarian in the New York Public Library System. She was promoted to associate librarian in 1956, acting director in March of 1970, and director in September.

Her professional activities include the American Library Association, the Catholic Library Association, and membership in the New York Metropolitan Reference and Research Agency.

Anne Marie Murphy

APPOINTMENTS

CHERYL ADE is now at the reference desk in the Law School library of Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

MRS. JEAN S. ADELMAN has accepted the position of head of the university museum library, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

MRS. CALLIE BECKER has joined the staff of Cypress College library, Cypress, California, as librarian in the acquisitions department.

ANNE BRAXTON has received an appointment to the position of fine arts librarian at Ohio University library, Athens.

DAVID BRYANT has received appointment to the position of visiting lecturer to teach a seminar in law librarianship in the Graduate School of Library Science, Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois.

WANDA J. CALHOUN, head librarian of Florida Presbyterian College, St. Petersburg, has been appointed visiting specialist in library services by the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia.

NORMAN F. CLARKE is the recently appointed head of the Department of Librarianship at Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia.

FRANCIS JAMES DALLETT will become administrator of the University of Pennsylvania Archives, Philadelphia, effective July 1.

DIANA L. DAVIS was listed in the March issue as librarian, Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology. This was incorrect. Her correct title is assistant librarian and documents and serials librarian.

ROBERT DAVIS is a new staff member of the Slavic division of the Harvard College library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

MRS. SHIRLEY FICHTER has taken up duties as reference librarian in the library of Ohio University, Athens.

MRS. LEONIE GORDON has accepted the position of librarian for the West European Studies Center, Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

MRS. CATHERINE HARRIS is the recently appointed instructor of library science and as-
sistant librarian in the basic collection division of the Texas A & M University library, College Station.

MRS. JANIS M. HEALD has been promoted to the position of head of the veterinary school library at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

FRED HEYER has recently joined the Widener staff of the Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts, as specialist in book selection in the romance languages section of the resources and acquisitions department.

LINDA HOLLIBY is now a member of Harvard University's Law School library staff, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

CHIA-YAUNG HU has been named Chinese cataloger in the Harvard-Yenching library of Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

CHARLES Z. HUGHES has joined the staff of the Graduate School of Library Science at Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois, as teacher.

HANS H. LENNEBERG is now visiting lecturer and music librarian teacher in the Graduate School of Library Science at Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois.

MRS. ELIZABETH McNEILL has been named cataloger in original cataloging for Columbia University, New York City.

CAROL MANDEL has received appointment to the position of cataloger, original cataloging, Columbia University, New York City.

DR. CHARLES B. MAURER has been appointed director of the library, Denison University, Granville, Ohio.

MARY ROSE MILLER has taken up duties as reference librarian in the business library of Columbia University, New York City.

JOYCE ELIZABETH MOBLEY has assumed the position of acquisitions librarian in the University of Texas, Austin, School of Law Library.

MARCY MURPHY has assumed the position of chief of the reference division in the library of the United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

PHILIP OXLEY is the recently appointed head of circulation in Columbia University's law library, New York City.

MRS. ELIZABETH PICK is presently cataloger for Czech material, Slavic division, Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

DENNIS ROBISON has recently been appointed assistant director of libraries for public services at the University of South Florida, Tampa.

MARGARET ROSE is presently head of acquisitions searching for the libraries of Columbia University, New York City.

MRS. LYNN M. ROSEN has taken up duties as librarian II in the Library Systems Office of the University of California, Berkeley.

MARTHA SHAW has become curator of the Harry Elkins Widener Collections in the Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

PETER STEVENS is the recently appointed administrative assistant in the resources and acquisitions department of the Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

DR. PAUL A. STUDER has joined the faculty of the School of Library Science, State University College of Arts and Science, Geneseo, New York, as associate professor.

JARYNA TURKO is occupying the post set up by the Ukrainian Studies Program in the Slavic division of the Harvard University library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

DR. LUCILLE WHALEN is now professor of library science and associate dean of the School of Library Science at the State University of New York, Albany.

JANE WINLAND has been appointed reference librarian, business library, Columbia University, New York City.

WILLIAM S. WONG has joined the staff of Lewis Towers library, Loyola University, Chicago, as social science librarian.

LANA YURCHSHYN has assumed the position of documents and serials librarian at the Elmira College library, Elmira, New York.

DONALD L. ZEDLER has been named administrative assistant in the library of the University of Texas, Austin, School of Law.

RETIREMENTS

In June 1971 CYNTHIA GRIFFIN, librarian of the University Museum, University of California, Berkeley, will retire after many years in university service.

ELIZABETH ANN LANDRUM, who has been head of the reference department at the Fresno State College library since 1953, will retire June 30 after thirty-nine years at Fresno State College.

MRS. FLORRINELL F. MORTON, director of the Library School, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, has announced her intent to retire as soon as a replacement can be appointed. Mrs. Morton has been the head of the school since 1944.

SHIRLEY TAYLOR, who has been on leave this past year from the General library, University of California, Berkeley, has announced her retirement effective March 1, 1971. For nearly twenty-four years Miss Taylor has been a key member of the acquisitions department holding a variety of posts, among them documents bibliographer, head of current serials division, and supervisor of order placement.

ROBERT M. TRENT, director of libraries at Southern Methodist University for twenty-two years, will retire at the end of June 1971.
LET US REPLACE YOUR CARD CATALOG WITH AN INEXPENSIVE PAPERBACK.

If you’ve wanted to convert to a book catalog but haven’t because of economic considerations, we’d like to talk to you about your economics. It does cost something initially to change over. But the statistics indicate that you get it all back.

Based on 1970 contracts, the average cost per title for all our book catalog customers came to under $1.25. But for libraries still using card catalogs—even if they actually catalog only 20% of their acquisitions—the cost comes out to something like $2.60 per title. If you have 7,000 new acquisitions a year, for example, you save $9,450. (A book catalog will require periodic cumulations, of course. But even with this expense, most libraries come out ahead.)

Besides saving you money, a book catalog lets you do things you couldn’t do with a card catalog at any price. Such as making a virtually limitless number of copies. And sending copies out of the library to interested teachers, students, and other librarians.

For complete facts and figures, write to Xerox Bibliographies, 2500 Schuster Drive, Cheverly, Md. 20781.

We’re not suggesting that a book catalog will make your library rich. But the way costs are going up, it could be the only thing in your library keeping it from growing poor.

Xerox Bibliographics
XEROX®
Technical Processing Problems?

SOLVE THEM USING INFORONICS
COMPUTER PRODUCED
CATALOG CARDS

THE FIRST STEP IN LIBRARY AUTOMATION
Inforonics, Inc. has, since 1963, operated computer production services for research libraries. At this time, improvements in computer processing and telecommunications, and the availability of Library of Congress MARC II catalog data make it practical to offer these services to all libraries.

SERVICES PROVIDED
An order is received at Inforonics and typed on a teletypewriter which transmits the order to a computer. (Libraries having teletypewriter, or IBM MTST equipment can prepare their own orders if desired.) The computer searches its files, selects MARC II catalog data and produces catalog cards, book spine labels, and circulation card pocket labels. The cards and labels are cut and assembled into batches and shipped to the user library.

The products are complete and ready to use and require no processing or revision of any kind.
The cards and labels are customized to suit the user and contain local call numbers, shelf locations, branch library names, etc.
The services are prompt—products are shipped to the customer within 72 hours of receipt of the order.

CREATION OF A MACHINE FILE
In addition to reducing skilled clerical and cataloging labor, a library using Inforonics catalog services is taking a major step in automation because its catalog is automatically stored in machine form by the system. This machine form catalog is the key to library automation for it can be maintained by computer and used, as it grows, to create book catalogs, accession lists and other aids to acquisitions, cataloging, and reference work.

COSTS
The cost of the service is $1.63 per title which includes a complete set of catalog cards, circulation labels, and spine labels.
If a library prepares its own requests on teletype tape or IBM MTST cartridge the cost of the service is $1.56 per title.
Wenceslaus Hollar
Delineator of His Time
By Katherine S. Van Eerde, Muhlenberg College. xiv, 122 pp., frontis., illus., bibliog. essay, index. $15.00
(The Folger Shakespeare Library)
This study of the vast work of Wenceslaus Hollar, the famous seventeenth-century artist, presents a fresh interpretation of the man himself and of the social, physical, and political aspects of England, his adopted country. Hollar traveled extensively on the Continent and after being exiled from Bohemia, he came to England. There, new surroundings sharpened his vision. His engravings and drawings of the land and its people provide an irreplaceable view of seventeen-century life.

Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at Monticello
By Edwin M. Betts and Hazelhurst Bolton Perkins. 76 pp. (tnt.), illus. Paper, $2.50
(Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation)
Of the innumerable books written about the many facets of Thomas Jefferson's life, this is one of the few ever written about Thomas Jefferson as a gardener. The garden was one of his most absorbing interests, and for this reason it is a delight to see this new edition with additional color illustrations of Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at Monticello.

The garden at Monticello is discussed in detail from Jefferson's rough sketches to his final planting plans. Restoration of the garden was carried out according to the extensive notes recorded in Jefferson's Garden Book from 1776 to 1824 enabling the present garden at Monticello to be planted and maintained almost exactly as Jefferson left it.

Winterthur Portfolio 6
Edited by Richard K. Doud and Ian M. G. Quimby. 223 pp., illus., index. $10.00
(Winterthur Museum)
This latest Portfolio is an authoritative reference on several unique topics of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century American, French, and English culture as it related to American life. The generously illustrated articles discuss at length topics often overlooked in broad historical studies, but topics which are definitive in American history and which will probably never be given such complete and thorough attention again.

The Winterthur Portfolios are devoted to the art and culture of early America. Volumes 1 through 5 are available at the Press at $10.00 each. Details of the contents of each volume are available upon request.

Geology and Virginia
By Richard V. Dietrich, Central Michigan University. xiv. 213 pp., tables, charts, illus., index. $12.95
Virginia's caves, her Natural Bridge, the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Natural Chimneys, and her mineral resources have aroused the curiosity of residents and travelers alike since at least the seventeenth century. These and several other natural features are explored in this long-needed guide to the geology of Virginia. Rocks, minerals, and topographical features are identified by descriptions of their characteristics, their environments of origin, and the areas where they are now found. Numerous illustrations permit easy identification.

University Press of Virginia
Charlottesville
NOW YOU CAN GET JANE EYRE ON THE SHELVES AS FAST AS WINNIE THE POOH.

After years of supplying LJ Cards for children's books, we've now grown to adults!

LJ catalog card sets are now available for all English language adult titles published from 1969 on.

Our adult card sets are designed to accomplish the same thing as LJ processing kits for juvenile titles—namely, to get new acquisitions on the shelves while they're still new.

So, as with all LJ Cards, we guarantee to fill your order within 10 days after receiving it—provided, of course, the book has been published.

If we fail, return the order and we'll return your money. (To make sure we don't have to return any money, we've recently increased our order-handling staff by 250%. And our facilities by 300%.)

You can order adult card sets three ways: with standard Library of Congress order slips; copies of multiple order forms; or any 3" by 5" slip listing author, title, publisher, date of publication, and edition. The price is $.35 per set.

And no matter how you do it, you can now have what elementary and high school librarians have had for some time.

An up-to-date reading room. Instead of just an up-to-date storage room.

To order, write: Xerox Bibliographics, 2500 Schuster Drive, Cheverly, Md. 20781.
The effectiveness of Checkpoint in controlling book losses has been proved time and time again, not theoretically, but in actual use in many libraries, under a variety of conditions.

Today, almost 100 public, academic and special libraries enjoy the benefits of Checkpoint protection. Actual studies, carefully carried out by the users themselves, show that Checkpoint cuts book losses due to unrecorded withdrawals by almost 90 percent. Does it silently, unobtrusively... and economically. Can you afford to be without Checkpoint in times like these?

Let us show you an operating Checkpoint installation in a nearby library... let you get a first-hand, unbiased opinion from an actual user. No obligation, of course.

Contact us today... before your book losses get any higher.

Represented by GAYLORD

(609) 547-1110
Barrington, NJ 08007
A Member of Logistics Industries Corp.
Gale recently arranged to distribute in America selected publications of the distinguished British firm, Europa Publications Limited. The current and forthcoming titles described below will fill serious gaps in the reference collections of American libraries. Earlier editions of most of these reference works have been cited in such authoritative guides as American Reference Books Annual, Walford, and Winchell.

AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA, 1971. 1st Edition. This new addition to Europa's series of regional reference sources is a survey and reference book of all the countries south of the Sahara presented in a continental perspective. Noted experts in African studies have contributed introductory essays on the economic and social development of the continent and detailed articles dealing with the area's recent history, its physical and social geography, and its economy. Included are statistical surveys, directories, maps, and a "who's who," plus other basic reference material. (Ready March) About 1,000 pages. $28.50.

THE EUROPA YEARBOOK, 1971: A World Survey and Directory of Countries and International Organizations. 12th Edition. "Europa Yearbook is known for its up-to-date, accurate and comprehensive coverage." (American Reference Books Annual) The international organization section offers details on over 1,500 international governmental and nongovernmental organizations, alliances, associations, etc. Information furnished on each country in the world includes general and statistical surveys of recent history and economy, plus facts on its government, industries, communications, etc. (Ready June) Two Volumes. About 3,400 pages. $60.00.

THE FAR EAST AND AUSTRALASIA, 1971. 3rd Edition. The first part is a general introduction to the area as a whole and deals with such topics as aid, development, and resources. The rest of the volume is divided into regions. Devoted to a specific country, each chapter contains a detailed survey of the country's physical and social geography, its history, its economy, etc. Also included are bibliographies for each region and country and a "who's who" of 1,600 important men and women. (Ready April) About 1,400 pages. $28.50.

THE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SYSTEM SERVICES, 1971. 2nd Edition. This directory presents in concise form full information about the computer services provided to outside customers by commercial, educational, and research establishments throughout the world. Listed are the names, addresses, phone numbers, and officers of the institutions, together with such data as fields of experience, the types of services offered, and the type of computer installation. (Ready June) About 400 pages. $15.00.

THE INTERNATIONAL WHO'S WHO, 1970-71. 34th Edition. This work is not only the standard source of biographical information about eminent personalities in every country of the world today but it is also the only place to find details on persons from the many countries having no national "who's who." The 34th Edition contains approximately 17,500 listings, over a thousand of them brand new; existing biographies have been revised and updated. All essential facts are presented. (Ready Now) About 1,775 pages. $28.50.

THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA, 1970-71. 17th Edition. The book includes a review of the year's developments in the area and a description of the physical and social geography, racial and linguistic groupings, religions, resources, etc. Covering 28 countries and regions, the chapters are similar in scope and features to those of The Far East and Australasia. (Ready Now) 1,005 pages. $23.50.

THE WORLD OF LEARNING, 1970-71. 21st Edition. This book is firmly established as the comprehensive, up-to-date guide to educational, scientific, and cultural organizations all over the world. The first part is an annotated list, with addresses, of over 400 international organizations. Arranged alphabetically by country, the main section of the book gives complete information on universities, colleges, libraries, research institutes, museums, art galleries, and learned societies. "This is the standard directory on the subject." (American Reference Books Annual) (Ready Now) About 2,000 pages. $35.00.

ANY TITLE MAY BE ORDERED ON THIRTY-DAY APPROVAL

GALE RESEARCH CO.
BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICH. 48226